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EDITORIAL

Martin Hák

Dear readers

I would like to dedicate this editorial to the Czech Chapter of PMI, I believe that my Slovak
colleagues will forgive me. These days, the EMEA PMI Congress was to take place in Prague,
for which we were preparing organizationally, and to which we oriented this issue - that is
why its entire content is in English this time. Eventually, after moving in time, the congress
moved also in space, to the online format. We feel disappointed, not because of the lost effort
but because of the missed opportunity that we were looking forward to. We are doing well
in all areas, as none of us could have imagined a year ago. The fruits of our efforts will reach
you in the services we provide to members of the PM community, and we will report about
them in detail in the magazine and on our website, so here I will only briefly name what you
can look forward to…
The basis of everything is the successful recruitment of motivated volunteers, whose
numbers have doubled in recent months. Thanks to them, we can ensure smooth operation
of basic activities (helpline and PDU management), work on web content that has been given
a new elegant form, organize more events with better content, boost online marketing and
launch new projects such as project management in schools or international cooperation
with colleagues from other chapters. I don‘t hesitate to claim that the magazine is growing
not only in volume but also in quality and it is a pleasure to work on it. We will be happy
to hear from you what else you would like to read and how the current form suits you. And
because the read should be not only for you but also about you, we will gladly welcome your
contributions, with the production of which we can happily help if needed.
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INTERVIEW

Challenges for PMO
in Public Sector

For more than 6 years, Miriam has been working as PMO head in one of the most
regulated sectors. For Všeobecná zdravotná poisťovňa (VšZP), Slovakia´s biggest
and state-owned heath insurance company, she has managed and supervised a
series of challenging projects and, for this reason, has an inspiring experience
with project management.

Daniel Podolský

asks

Miriam Králiková
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What are your current responsibilities as

failure of projects depends mainly on people

head of PMO in VšZP?

(managers and employees), irrespective of
whether they work in the private or public

I

am

responsible

the

sector. Even in the private sector, there are

project portfolio and for coordinating the

differences in the perception of projects, so the

communication with stakeholders (sponsors,

perfect comparison is rather hard to be made.

contractors,

for

managing

participating

specialist

departments, etc.). One of my main tasks

However, there is a fundamental difference

is to work with project owners in creating

in the procurement of resources, when in

and formulating the proposal of each new

a state-owned enterprise, a regular public

project; I help them define the project charter

procurement must take place which causes

and create documents related to the project

considerable problems, especially in the

initiation so that they meet obligations set by

field of IT. While a state-owned company

our internal standards (VšZP Organizational

announces a procurement and a supplier

Rules and Competences). Furthermore, I have

is selected, the hardware you have may be

a responsibility for achieving project KPIs

obsolete and the software solution may

(milestones, budget, scope, quality of outputs,

already be done differently but, unfortunately,

etc.) and for adherence to our financial plans.

we must comply with the public procurement

Finally, I lead a team of PMs which also

law. A private company can choose a supplier

includes the only business architect in the

without lengthy procurements and operatively

company.

agree on changes to the solution and contract,
so it is at an advantage.

You do have experience in managing
projects in the private sector as well, so

Another essential difference is that state-

what is the main difference here?

owned enterprises are mostly managed via
a formal line hierarchy and, because of that,
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Previously, I worked only in the private

employees are more difficult to adapt to the

sector in several positions from programmer,

horizontal or process management like in

through tester, quality manager, test manager,

case of project management; hence, it is more

and marketing director. I, therefore, had

challenging to communicate and manage the

an opportunity to follow the project work

project under such circumstances. Employees

through the lens of various positions while, in

in state-owned companies sometimes fail to

each job position, employees perceive projects

grasp fully that projects are part of the so-

differently. In my opinion, the success or

called temporary organizational structures,

that the project should not be just a way to pass

Next, it also has an ambiguous legal

their problems on someone else, and some

status, as it is a company within the

may even expect the project to run without

meaning of the Commercial Code, but

their cooperation and contribution. Of course,

its activities are strictly regulated, and,

without actively involved employees, a project

in some areas, the public insurance

will never work. Nor will it achieve good results

company also acts with the authority of

even if there is not a timely and smooth flow of

the state. How do all these factors and

information, if the information is withheld, or

conditions affect projects and project

provided too late. So, in the end, I still see gaps

management?

in the distinction between line and project
management, although, as I said, it is always

My colleagues and I use such a peculiar

primarily about people and their attitude.

definition to characterize this difference: “A

VšZP is one of our largest institutions

state-owned insurance company can only do

with more than 3 million policyholders.

what the law allows it to do, while a private
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insurance company can do everything that the

a state institution further implies that projects

law does not prohibit.” It is already partly clear

addressing a change in the law or regulation in

that the conditions for project management

the exercise of public power must be handled

will be quite different. A state company must

as a matter of utmost priority, even without

carry out its activities in such a way as to exclude

bringing any financial or other benefits.

all possible legal risks, strictly in accordance
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with the law. Nor can it afford to take such

I came to VšZP as an enthusiast who wants to

risks as private insurance companies, because

change things at once and show how it can be

we have a huge responsibility towards our

done, because I felt that state institutions were

shareholder which is the state. The position of

too rigid and slow. Later, however, I had to deal

with the prerequisite of having to adhere to

example, that our shareholder would set aside

and respect a large number of legal restrictions

special funds for projects and their amount

which, unfortunately, slow down all processes

would depend on the financial benefits of

and advance of all things, not just projects.

the project or other measurable benefits for

In the private sector, when the company’s

policyholders, or create some financial reserve

management sees financial benefits of the

for strategic development in later years. Of

project, it is much easier for them to relocate

course, such a change is not simple at all and,

or increase funding for its implementation. In

at the moment, it is more on the sci-fi level.

the public sector, in contrast, it is not so simple,

But you have to definitely keep dreaming -

especially in the insurance company, where the

there are a lot of skilled employees working

amount of funds intended for development

in state institutions who wish to move things

and thus also for projects is strictly limited by

forward, and they do have a lot of great ideas;

law (specifically Act 581/2004, §6a).

we just don’t always know how to utilize fully
their potential, even with limited funds, which

As regulations have recently changed faster

is unfortunately to the detriment of things.

than expected, we not have much money left

All in all, a successful project management

for innovative projects proposed by our expert

depends very much also on a good strategy,

departments which could move the company

good management, and skilled employees –

significantly forward. Many times, we must

so, it does not matter whether it is a private or

postpone projects, change the priority, or

a state-owned company.

reduce the scope that can be implemented
what results in a certain degree of frustration

Where have projects in VšZP moved

among employees who do have many

during your tenure? Have there been

valuable ideas for improvements and want to

some remarkable results or any

implement them but, often, we do not have

disappointments?

a sufficient funding, as the first priority is to
ensure the provision of health care services to

Joined VšZP in the newly established project

its clients.

management department as a project manager,
I found that there are differences and different

In my opinion, our company would benefit if

expectations between individual departments;

it had a different way of financing projects and

everyone explained what a project is and how

projects would not drain funds intended for

it starts a little differently, each organizational

e.g. for the development of the IT systems to

unit from their point of view and based on

which they currently belong. I can imagine, for

their experience. So, projects were called
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even line tasks which were not properly

•

GOLD: Project of the Year 2015,

financially monitored, in some cases not even

•

GOLD: IT project of the year 2015,

more precisely documented, and uniform

•

SILVER:

project management rules were not set. It was

ITAPA,

category:

Process

Improvement.

necessary to unify the terminology, because
different interpretations caused the biggest

In 2016, more project awards came, making

problems. For “line projects” many problems

VšZP one of the companies showing that state-

were not visible, as they were covered by the

owned companies can too manage projects

line manager, but when the first major project

successfully.

was about to be done, we had to set the same

between

rules for all departments. I created the first

information system) and RFO (natural persons

version of the project management directive,

register)” received:

Project

ISVS

“Online

(public

connection

administration

which outlined relationships, responsibilities,
and procedures in the project not only with

•

SILVER: Project of the Year 2016,

regard to the existing standards in VšZP but

•

GOLD: ITAPA, category: New services for

also based on globally recognized project

citizens.

management methodologies like PRINCE2,
IPMA, and PMI. The directive contained a list

And disappointments? I become repeatedly

of project procedures and a list of documents

disillusioned

needed to support them.

standardized project processes, successfully

that,

despite

having

completed big projects, and won awards, we
Gradually,

we

created

several

template

still find “experts” who know it better, namely

documents to use uniformly which have

to criticize around, although they have never

become a standard in VšZP. In practice, it is

even cooperated on projects in a state-owned

important that some processes be adapted to

company. I believe, however, and after all, that

the company, but at the same time, they should

VšZP has proven that projects can be done well

not deviate too much from proven standards.

in state institutions. If people have the same

The fact we´d chosen the right path and VšZP

set of values, they can deal with various, even

taken the right steps in implementing project

seemingly insurmountable, obstacles.

management processes clearly manifested
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itself in the first major project I managed –

Well, it seems that you and your

ePobočka (electronic branch office) - which

colleagues have found a great way how to

then won 3 awards:

cope effectively with a number of difficult

problems related to project management.

is underway at the Office of the Deputy Prime

So what other project challenges does

Minister for Investment and Informatization).

VšZP currently face?

Obtaining such funds would help VšZP focus
on the development in areas which we do not

Recently, the participation of VšZP in
Electronic

Exchange

of

Social

have currently financially covered yet.

Security

Information (EESSI) was a huge challenge

Where have you personally moved

for us. EESSI aims to connect around 10,000

over the years, and what would you

European social security institutions in the

recommend to other PMO leaders based

EU Member States and to ensure reliable

n your experience?

and secure electronic data exchange through
standardized structured electronic documents

Since the project means basically an incessant

(SEDs). The EESSI functionality is mandatory

conflict management, because it tries to

and to be implemented by EU Member States

align conflicting expectations of various

and 4 associated countries. VšZP managed this

stakeholders, I have improved a lot in the

task very well also thanks to its sophisticated

way I communicate, negotiate, and explain

project management and expertise of our

processes. I have understood that the PMO

employees.

must be able to explain on common life
examples what the principle of project

In December 2019, then, VšZP tried for the first

management is, it must do so constantly and

time to obtain non-returnable contribution

hope that, at some point, the art and benefits

from EU projects funds, and we still hope to be

of project management will be understood

successful (the process of approving projects

by most managers, even by those who have
never met with it before or met it in a limited
way and have, therefore, a distorted view of
projects as a whole. I would recommend other
PMOs to keep their nerves strong and solid,
stay persistent in their mission, and carry on
in explaining project management principles
because, as we have demonstrated in VšZP,
they can move every organization forward.
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TECHNIQUES & TOOLS

Lenka Pincot

Managing Changing
Priorities With Agile
When a crisis strikes, the first thing we’d like to do is quickly re-prioritize, reassign resources to the activities that provide the most value under the current
circumstances and materialize the benefits as soon as possible. While this may be
a distant dream for some organizations, it is far more realistic for those that have
gone through at least the early stages of an agile transformation.
Why is that?

done in various ways, whether we
call it Program Increment Planning

In the 13th Annual State of Agile Report,

(SAFe framework), Scrum of Scrums or

the ability to manage changing priorities

Quarterly Business Reviews (inspired

was listed as the top reported benefit an

by Google and Netflix, and popularized

agile practices adoption. It’s followed by

by ING). These alignment activities

project visibility. These two factors go

all require agile teams to define their

hand-in-hand.

initiatives so that benefits are traceable
and achievable on a short-term timeline.
project

As such, it doesn’t leave much space for

portfolios that have adopted large-

building dazzling business cases, right?

scale agile practices must find a way to

At this point, the project visibility to all

align priorities across compact cross-

parties involved in prioritization and

functional agile teams. This may be

planning is crucial.

Companies
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with

multiple

The OKR Method
Because agile teams maintain a certain level of

When

dependencies among one another (e.g., shared

a company needs to strengthen its online

technological platforms), their initiatives

operations during the COVID-19 crisis, when

must be prioritized with this in mind. There

a month ago its main revenues came from

is certainly more than one way to get these

physical customer interactions), you assign

project teams on the same page and across

a higher priority to the respective OKRs and

the finish line together. I am preferential to

move the linked initiatives to the top of the list.

the OKRs method, which involves translating

But this only works if you’ve achieved a high

business objectives (O) into actionable,

level of transparency and trust across the

quarterly-based commitments, or key results

organization. And agile teams provide smaller

(KR). While objectives should describe what

and more measurable product increments, so

you want to achieve in a 12-to-18-month period,

that their business value is easy to understand.

strategic

priorities

change

(e.g.,

quarterly, measurable key results explain how
you get there and are regularly redefined.

Because agile teams are stable, they have
resources to execute the top priorities instantly.

Next, ask agile teams to provide you with

The agile mode of delivery is iterative, so there

a clear link that shows how their initiatives

is no need for a detailed analysis prior to the

support the quarterly key results. As a result,

actual implementation. Teams are actionable

activities are exposed to an open discussion

right after re-prioritization occurs.

to determine how they support project goals
and if they are enough to help project teams

I’ve been lucky enough to experience such

achieve what they need to achieve.

a high agile organizational maturity firsthand.
It is fair to say that achieving the organizational
capabilities described above takes many
years and a lot of persistence, coaching and
awareness-building. But once you’ve moved to
such a stage, you know that the agile approach
will have your back when you need it most.
How has agile helped your team manage
changing priorities?

foto:

unslpash
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C E RT I F I C AT I O N S

Igor Luhan

Third Group of
Potential PgMPs
Prepared for Exam

The management of portfolios, programs and projects is the management of the
lifeblood of many organizations. It plays an important role in any organization.
Poorly conceived and/or managed programs have doomed many companies. PMI’s
PgMP® standard provides a structure and checkpoints to help ensure success.
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The

Program

Management

Professional

can help program professionals not only to

(PgMP) certification recognizes demonstrated

be more secure in their jobs and vocations,

experience, skill, and performance in the

but also a step toward the formal recognition

oversight of multiple related projects that

of their skills, experiences, capabilities, and

are aligned with organizational objectives.

importance to their organizations.

The PgMP certification is designed for those
who manage programs that contain complex

The 3 tops reasons to consider obtaining the

activities spanning functions, organizations,

PgMP Certification are:

geographic regions and cultures, who build
credibility, establish rapport and maintain

1. Natural Progression. Program management

communication with stakeholders at multiple

is a natural progression for experienced project

levels, and who possess advanced skills in

managers. As they lead larger and multiple

finance, cross-cultural awareness, leadership,

related projects with moving parts, they are

communication, influence, negotiation and

embarking on the road toward the program

conflict resolution.

management.

The

Program

Management

Professional

2. Competitive Differentiator. The PgMP

(PgMP)® credential from Project Management

certification is still rare, there are only about

Institute (PMI)® is the next step after

3,000 in the world today, and this is over an

Project Management Professional (PMP)®

8 year period after the formal introduction

Certification, and addresses the community

of

of professionals who are responsible for the

management

coordinated management of multiple projects

command attention in a company and at

that are in alignment with organizational

professional events.

the

certification.

Certified

professionals

program

immediately

objectives. They are required to direct and
manage complex activities. It is the next

3. Career Growth. For up and coming project

logical step in the career progression of

professionals, the shift from managing tactical

a project manager. As successful project

projects to higher strategic initiatives is a vitally

managers tackle increasingly larger and more

important move. The PgMP certification would

complex projects, it will be inevitable that

further solidify your project management

they start to manage a collection of these

acumen and your readiness to tackle the next

projects in a program. The PgMP certification

level of challenges.
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The PgMP exam

is significantly

more

We also have seen a high number of senior

challenging than the PMP exam, however.

operational professionals who are involved in

Here’s why:

leading and operating transformation projects
and programs in their organizations.

• Program managers need to understand
project management. For example, in the

In the cooperation of PMI Czech Republic

current standard for program management,

Chapter and PMI Slovakia Chapter a free

the traditional project life-cycle is fully

course prepared attendees to become a

embedded.

certified PgMP professional by covering the
exam and teaching key skills through hands-

• Program managers need to have more

on practice. It is the third group of attendees

advanced understanding of business benefits

prepared. From previous ones several program

which taps into the realm of portfolio

managers successfully certified to PgMP.

management – let´s call it „business thinking“.
The course was personally led by one of the
• The exam itself is much more experience

first PgMP certified managers in Europe,

based than PMP exam, and simply memorizing

Igor Luhan, PgMP, PMP. He is absolutely not

inputs, outputs, tools, and techniques would

a teacher detached from real life, but he has

not suffice. Most of questions are based on

been Program and Project Manager for last

real-life scenario.

30 years. He was the first elected President
of PMI Czech Republic Chapter with several

Target groups for the PgMP Certification are:

awards and he also leads regular discussions
of project managers, running for more than

• Senior project managers and directors who

13 years already (see www.mypmi.eu).

are leading large and complex organization
initiatives

He uses a special teaching methodology based
on discussions with students confronting

• PMO managers who are managing large

student´s own experience with the standard.

projects with the imperative of developing a

The number of attendees is limited. Limiting

more program perspective

the number of participants is due to
presumption of a good discussion. The team
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• Up and coming project professionals who

needs to be big enough for the discussion

are ready to take reign of larger projects and

to be interesting and small enough for the

programs

individual approach of the leader.

For more inforamtion see http://www.pmp-

once again. Topics related to application for

test.eu/skoleni-a-priprava-2/ready-to-certify-

certification was there discussed as well,

capm/.

because actually it is not easy to pass through
practice verification in this certification. This

Course was running almost one year in regular

boot-camp ran at the beginning of this year in

several-week intervals when students regularly

the geographical midpoint for both Chapters

met via WEB conference. This arrangement

– in Brno.

suits for preparation for the exam in parallel
Each student got also free big PgMP test

with regular job.

bank with over 600 questions for individual
Based

on

individual

student

prepared

preparation here.

presentations all of them discussed their real
experience. They discussed both together and

The course is actually over and attendees are

with certified PgMP professional – instructor.

registering for exam and preparing for it. Let´s

The instructor had taken care on mobilization

wish them well hoping the number of certified

of students to prepare for each session – he

program managers will increase again. Even

defined topics. At the end of a course a weekend

now the Czech Republic is, thanks to this

boot-camp has run where all the team met face

activity, star in number of PgMPs compared to

to face to discuss the most troublesome topics

country population.
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PM PROFESSION

Matej Masár

Project risk
Management in
Modern and Contemporary
Business Environment
					 		 part I

The COVID 19 has affected all areas of the enterprise life. Project managers
must suddenly face more new risks that, in the current situation, cause losses on
implemented projects.
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foto: Clément Falize

Experts who deal with issues of Project Risk

and human), to improve quality, and to bring

Management consider COVID-19 a black

expected efficiency to production processes.

swan (i.e. a risk with a very low probability

So,

but big consequences on the project). The

continuous

rising

and

management, it is quite vindicated to accept

growing global nature of projects directly

current trends in project management by

impact project costs and schedule.

Any

integrating risk management into the project

potential slowdown (especially by a supplier

management process. The reason is obvious -

or an investor) entails very often significant

risk management helps project management

consequences for the project implementation.

achieve the successful completion of a project

Here, it must be stressed that the project

at the right time, with the controlled costs,

principle is an important tool for the

and at the expected quality level of project

implementation of strategies and innovations

outputs.

interconnectivity,

complexity,

for

effective

implementation

improvement

of

and

project

in any enterprise. The global environment can,
therefore, often shake up the very ability to

The state of project risk management in the

move strategically forward and to deliver new

world 2015-2019

values owing to the effects of global risks. One

In 2013, Software Advice performed a survey to

of the purposeful solutions to cope with such

assess the application of project management

a challenge is to strengthen the link between

practices in the world. The processed results

project and risk management and apply

of the survey showed that project managers

them both appropriately in the daily project

consider as important these tools in the project

management practice.

risk management process:
•

defining the objectives and scope of

As indicated, the issues of project and

the project,

risk

management are

interconnected

in

more and

more

•

project resource planning,

current

global

•

analysis of project progress (Software

the

environment. This increased concentration

Advice 2013).

is also related to the growing number
of

implemented

individual

On the other hand, surprisingly, project

organization across the globe. Consequently,

managers perceive reporting and learning

the

project

from project failures as least important. The

management in link with risk management

research further shows that 78% of project

has the potential to boost an overall efficiency

managers follow the procedure of applying

of the resource management (financial, time

methods and tools specified in methodologies,

properly

projects

in

implemented
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use standards, and employ procedures which

According to a survey conducted in 2016, it

focus on project risk management. Overall,

was identified that in organizations where

10% of projects will not meet envisioned

enterprise risk management and project

project expectations, project objectives, or the

management were institutionalized in the

project schedule, and 20% of realized projects

corporate culture at high level, the project

overran the project budget by almost 20%

success rate reached up to 71%. On the other

(Software Advice 2013).

hand, only 52% of realized projects were
completed as expected in organizations where

In order to assess the current state of project

enterprise risk management and project

management application in the world, the

management were, from a corporate view, at

Association of Project Management Institute

low or no level (PMI 2016).

(PMI) equally conducts annually individual

In 2016, the benefits of the application of

surveys. In 2016, it was found that less than 50%

project risk management were determined as

of project managers viewed added value in the

follows:

correct application of methods, techniques and

•

higher return on investment,

tools, based on which they would able to meet

•

improved the project progress,

project objectives and complete the project

•

improved quality output and customer

at the time, costs, and quality defined by the

satisfaction,

baseline and, simultaneously, deliver required

•

higher competitiveness,

project outputs. However, a very interesting

•

saving costs (PMI 2016).

finding was that project managers did not pay

Among the most common reasons for which

much attention to the very management of

the project budget was increased were:

risks. In 2016, there were large losses incurred

•

project priority changes,

on projects - with each $ 1 billion invested,

•

project characteristics changes,

the loss amounted to $ 122 million (approx.

•

failure to identify and define negative

12% of the total projects investment). Among

and positive risks,

the most influential factors that negatively

•

poor communication,

affected project management were identified:

•

insufficient project specification,

•

increases in fixed costs,

•

poor resource utilization (PMI 2016).

•

globalization of the economy and the

market,

In yet another survey which was realized

•

climate changes,

in 2017, there were smaller losses due to

•

environmental trends (PMI 2016).

uncontrolled project risks than in the previous
year (with each $ 1 billion invested, the loss
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was $ 97 million), meaning a decrease of

globalization, rising trend of interactions of

almost 20% when compared with the previous

individual system elements, and in overall

year (PMI 2017). In 2017, the same causes as

risks dynamics. It also envisages an increase

in 2016 resulting in a project budget increase

in the application of project management

were identified, i.e.:

methods and techniques. The motive behind

•

project priority changes,

this conclusion is the finding that up to 93% of

•

project characteristics changes,

enterprises use several methods, techniques,

•

not identifying and not defining

but also standards in order to reduce individual

project risks and opportunities.

negative risks and to exploit positive risks for
harvesting project benefits. In terms of costs,

Based on researches realized, PMI estimates the

project losses in average up to 9.9% of each

increase in the importance of risk management

dollar invested (PMI 2018) are expected.

in projects in the future, mainly due to the
interconnection of different business activities

In view of the survey results, the following

and the broader use of project management,

important conclusions can be drawn:

foto: nosiuol / unslpash
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•

the number of implemented short-

place new methods of project management.

term projects has increased in the last 5 years,

For 2020-2022, the company expects that 3rd

•

of

place will be occupied by the most serious

implemented projects rose (5 year ago, as

project risk that companies will face, the risk

many as 86% of projects had a budget up to $

of project scope changes, and 7th place will

20,000, in 2013 up to 56% of projects already

take project financing and sources of project

had a budget in the range of $ 20,000 -100,000

financing. An important conclusion is the

$),

fact that while in 2018 up to 62% of internal

•

the

budget

and

complexity

up to 63% of project managers are not

projects were implemented by outsourcing,

involved in creating reports and in analyzing

in 2019 it was as few as 50% of implemented

the current state of the project,

internal projects. Regarding tools, as many

•

the most common causes of project

as 84% of the surveyed enterprises use MS

failure were rooted in project scope changes, a

OFFICE products (Berkley Risk 2019) in their

change in the project implementation process,

project management process.

project delays, and non-compliance with the
allocated project budget

The remaining reasons for project failures lie

•

in the insufficient project progress tracking.

only 51% of all implemented projects

were completed on time,
•

frequently

and individual problems are not spotted and

implemented projects are with a duration of

solved at the right time which brings numerous

3-12 months,

financial losses for such a project.

•
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76%

Among

of

the

Many projects are not sufficiently monitored,

the

most

most

implemented

projects were projects aimed at improving

The findings of the listed surveys point to the

and modernizing IT and improving working

fact that in up to 50% of cases project managers

processes in the organization (PMI 2017).

do not follow the procedure of applying

In 2019, AGC conducted a global survey called

methods and techniques of project risk

the FMI Risk Management Survey which

management which results in the occurrence

focused not only on risk management but also

of many deficiencies and problems in projects.

on project risk management. This company

Similarly,

ranked as 4th among the TOP 10 biggest global

numerous shortcomings in the application of

risks that companies face the shortening

project risk management. This is mainly due

time for project implementation (so-called

to the fact that the top management does not

tighter project schedule), in 5th place was the

want to deal with project risk management,

increasing complexity of projects, and in 8th

as it does not feel added value in it. Given

project

managers

perceive

the principle that projects are vehicles for

Scientific Conference on The Impact of

implementing strategies, this discovery comes

Industry 4.0 on Job Creation. Location:

quite surprising. Another key factor is the

Trenčianske Teplice, SLOVAKIA. Pages: 145-

insufficiently defined risk management policy
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in companies.

PMI., 2016. Success Rates Rise – Transforming
the high cost of low performance. . [online].
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P RO J E C T S O F O U R FAT H E R S

Daniel Podolský

Nordic Skiing World
Championship 1970

Fifty years ago, from 14th to 22th February 1970, the
1970 World Championships in nordic disciplines
took place at Štrbské Pleso in the High Tatras, and
it was, until then, the biggest sporting event in
Czechoslovakia. The Tatras had been preparing for
the top world event for three years, and the mountains
were literarily engulfed in the construction as, during
the preparations, an incredible sum of 1.6 billion
crowns was invested, making it also one of our biggest
project endeavors ever.
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The possibility of hosting

also received ecological gas

a

championship

heating, plus, new road

began in 1964, and the

infrastructure and parking

championship was awarded

lots were built. The local

to the Tatras in May 1967 in

electric railroad (TEŽ) was

Beirut. Immediately after the

reconstructed, and so were

approval of the candidacy,

the cable car to Hrebienok,

massive

of

and the cog railroad from

sports facilities took off;

Tatranská Štrba to Štrbské

the technical and transport

Pleso; Poprad-Tatry Airport

infrastructure followed. The

built a new concrete runway.

amount of work performed

Further, Štrbské Pleso got

is hard to believe, since

a new telecommunication

Štrbské

world

construction

had

had

building, the amplification

spaces,

no

station was built next to

telecommunication facilities

the post office building in

(international phone calls

Poprad and Starý Smokovec,

no

Pleso

parking

had to made via Prague) and, in addition to

and a radio relay point was erected at Chopok

the state spa, only 45 hotel beds were available

in the Low Tatras.

for accommodation. Nearby Poprad-Tatry
airport operated just a grass runway.

The

organizational

committee

worked

in 16 sections: construction, illustrative
So, progressively, the Panorama hotel (195

promotion, commercial promotion, transport,

beds), the FIS hotel (140), the Jedľa hostel

communications, accommodation, catering,

(100), the Smrek hostel (90), and the Zrubová

financial-economic

hostel (108) were built in Štrbské Pleso; in

social affairs, media, international affairs,

Nový Smokovec then hotel Park (261), in

ceremonials and protocol, public services,

Stará Lesná convalescent facility Ceva (65), in

medical services, security, and decorations.

affairs,

cultural

and

Tatranská Lomnica convalescent facility Urán

The center of actions, sports complex in

(200 beds). As part of housing construction,

Mlynická dolina in Štrbské Pleso hosted five

a housing estate was built in Tatranská

hundred athletes from 25 countries. All sports

Lomnica, and apartment buildings were

grounds, two ski jumps, referee towers with

added to housing estates in Dolný Smokovec

grandstands, 40 km of cross-country trails, etc.

and Tatranská Lomnica. Tatras municipalities

were concentrated on a small area. Chairman
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of the International Ski Federation (FIS) Marc

who did not intend to give up, belonged to the

Hodler named the Mlynická valley a “Dream

members of the organizing committee itself.

Complex,” because at that time, it was one of

The organizing committee started working

the best and most modern sports facilities for

in September 1967. The turbulent years 1968-

which the whole world envied us.

1969 and the almost daily difficult-to-solve
problems contributed to the fact that the work

To get the construction and preparatory work

started quite cumbersome. The sections and

in full swing was not easy at all, because

their commissions in the given composition

buildings were located in the protected area of

were not able to manage all tasks operatively.

the Tatra National Park (TANAP). Moreover,

After the abdication of Ján Šedivý, Jozef Lukáč,

in 1968, Czechoslovakia was invaded by

chairman of the Local National Committee

“friendly” socialist armies, so the atmosphere

(MNV), became the chairman of the 1970

in the society was very gloomy, and several

World Championships, and the influence of

politicians called for the cancellation of the

sections and commissions was strengthened.

championships. However, Czechoslovakia´s

To get a better impression of how the project

population became incredibly unified and saw

ensued, we respectfully asked the former head

the preparation and the successful organization

of the organization committee, Ing. Jozef

of the 1970 World Championships as their

Lukáč, who is 95 today, to refresh his memories

expression of defiance of the occupation;

and sentiments and to share with us shortly

perhaps amongst the most stubborn ones,

his experience about the 1970 white rush.
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Athletes at the opening ceremony

Head of the organizing committee, Ing. Jozef Lukáč,
delivering his welcome speech
How did you even conceive the idea of

skiing to the Tatras, took part in its realization.

organizing championships in the Tatras?

One day we put the proposal on paper and

Every big thing starts with an idea. Someone

submitted it officially. At first, the Czech town

started dreaming first, someone said it out

of Liberec wanted the championships, but later

loud, someone wrote it first ... And the people

they changed their minds, so it was clear that it

from Tatras started going to the world in the

would not work there, and the Tatras remained

mid-60s with maps and photographs of the

the only choice.

High Tatras, Slovak plum brandy, and Tatra

The decision that the organizing committee

souvenirs ... As they continued, the world and

was mostly made up of Tatra people who were

our country became convinced that the High

well acquainted with local conditions turned

Tatras are the most suitable winter sports

out to be very far-sighted. In less than three

center, the most promising center of domestic

years, we managed to prepare top conditions

and foreign, summer and winter alpine tourism.

for this important sports holiday which

I was there from the very birth of the idea, and

watched the whole world with interest and, also,

many people close to me, who used to come

contributed to the development of the Tatras.
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The crucial, in my opinion, was the fact that

common effort; the nation grouped together

we succeeded in receiving support from main

and understood that it was a matter of national

stakeholders, like the ski association, which

prestige and their Tatras were at stake. Since

was not arguing back then as it is today, the

the championships became a matter for the

Czechoslovak Physical Education Association,

whole of Czechoslovakia, we got along very

plus regional and state authorities.

well with all stakeholders. The initiative was,
among others, also supported by the Slovak

What were the first steps in the started

government who helped to mediate contacts

project?

with many experts, not only ours but mainly

As the chairman of the local municipality

abroad. Thus, in the end, most of the problems

(MNV), I was in touch with local people who

were solved, and the whole plan was realized as

supported the initiative, and I was able to

originally intended, except for a few details.

choose the right types and find ardent disciples
among them, and gradually secret thoughts

A total of 1,316 officials, technicians, and

were massed up like an avalanche. More and

organizers took part in the organization

more volunteers joined the movement, cheering

of the World Championships, with 499

for things. Many of them were experts who

members of national teams taking part,

contributed to solving the number of technical

and 342 official guests present. How did

issues. At first, nothing worked, but as the

it feel to have been granted the honor

experts got involved, they increasingly took

to open the championship to the whole

over and things moved in the right direction.

world?

Last, but not least, it was necessary to acquire

The best feeling was that I was there from the

sponsors such as SLOVNAFT.

beginning to the end, that I saw how our dream
in the Dream Complex came true in the most

However, you had a very short time to

wonderful way. We had proven to the whole

prepare the championship, how did you

world that, even in a small country and with

cope with the time pressure?

small people, great things can be achieved.

The work as well as other organizational
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matters were managed by the organizing

Yes, on February 14, 1970, it was so far. For

committee. The problems came regularly,

foreigner visitors, coming to the High Tatras

new things kept popping up. With the help of

meant the same surprise as if they had found

enthusiasm, nonetheless, we had to believe

a pearl in an oyster. Faced with monumental

that we would finish in time – all the people

mountain peaks, irradiated by the bright

participating put everything towards our

sun, they could do nothing but look for

superlatives. Many expressed an opinion that

to the spot. Yet, even with so many people,

this world championships had overcome

no accidents or injuries occurred. There was

even prior winter Olympic games. American

only one disappointment. Czechoslovak ski

President Nixon sent a personal telegram.

jumping ace and 1968 Olympic champion,

Popular announcer, Elena Galanová, opened

Jiří Raška, finished second behind Soviet

the TV broadcast - it was for the first time that

jumper Gari Napalkov. Luckily, in the nordic

the Czechoslovak Television was broadcasting

combine event, local matador, Ladislav Rygl,

in color. This novelty completed a long set

unexpectedly beat the Soviet sportsman and,

of breakthrough innovations like machinal

by becoming the world champion, healed the

preparation of ski crossing tracks and using

national psyche.

computers for computing sport event results.

1970 World Championships, biggest sporting

Color broadcasting was a condition for

event in Czechoslovakia, was a grand project

awarding the championship to the Tatras.

success mainly due to the enthusiasm and

So, beside other things mentioned here,

willingness of people to “ignite” for a good

broadcasting station Kráľova Hoľa had to be

cause and cooperate towards a common goal.

equipped with UHF color transmitter and the

And they were also about social interest and

wide-distribution transmitter on Bratislava´s

international recognition that even a small

Kamzík hill with very modern semi-conductor

country can aspire to high achievement. Based

signal processing equipment in order to bring

on their personal experience, many officials

magnificent Tatra sceneries and excitement

and visitors recommended the High Tatras

from sport contests to the whole world. Costly

as a perfect place for holding future Winter

recording equipment was obtained thanks

Olympics; this ambition, however, owing to

to national oil company SLOVNAFT which

political reasons, never came true.

had outperformed its sales revenue plan and
secured much needed foreign currency.
Despite the most modern TV transmitting,

140 000 spectators watching the
ski jump competition

all expectations of spectator visits and all
traffic plans were exceeded three to four
times. The opening ceremony at Štrbské Pleso
was attended by 80,000 people. The final
ski jumping competitions and the closing
ceremony were watched by more than 140,000
people. The traffic inevitably collapsed.
Some 60 000 additional fans never made it
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PM PROFESSION

Mihail Barakoski

What Does It Take To
Be An Agile Project
Manager?
According to PMI’s Project Management and Job Growth and Talent Gap study,
up to 22 million new project-oriented jobs will be created between 2017 and
2027. Many of these jobs will focus on agile project management. Therefore, the
requirement for project managers who have the necessary skills to successfully
manage projects will not disappear in the foreseeable future. For those of you who
want to become agile project managers, here are some important tips that you
can consider in terms of skills and experience. However, before we explain what is
required to become a certified agile project manager, let us briefly mention what
agile project management is, what it involves, and why it is so important today.
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Agile Project Management (APM)

•

Agile project management is an iterative
approach to project planning and to navigating

Continuous improvement and frequent
thinking about how to be more effective

•

Delivery of programming code that

projects through product development cycles.

can be easily extended with additional

These smaller iterative cycles are often referred

functionality

to as sprints in the project management

•

Using various measurements to determine

world.The main goal of APM is to increase

the functionality of the software or parts

productivity, collaboration, and continuous

of it.

improvement. So, the agile philosophy of
project management is directly linked to the

Why is agile project management so

success of the project. Despite the popular

important today?

belief that Agile is a method, it is primarily

Many organizations already use agile practices

a mindset change. To learn more about the

to effectively help teams and project leaders

agile values and principles, you can visit the

solve problems at present. The emphasis is

agilemanifesto.org.

placed on the provision of projects in batches

In brief, the Agile Manifesto focuses on

which also allows for a greater cooperation

principles such as:

among project teams and stakeholders.

•

Customer satisfaction with timely and

This increased level of collaboration then

accurate software delivery

enables continuous improvement of work and

Understanding that with premature and

product due to a constant feedback throughout

extensive planning it is not really possible

the project life cycle rather than waiting for

to predict every single future event

a “big bang” project delivery and makes,

Ensuring close cooperation between the

therefore, adustment and changes much

client and the project team to achieve

easier to accomplish. According to PMI’s Pulse

project goals

of Profession 2019, 57% of companies with a

•

•

•

•

team

motivation

a

high PMTQ (Project Management Technology

satisfactory work environment and a

Quotient) reported that Agile is a key part of

sustainable workload

their ability to change the way work is done.

Eliminate

process

misunderstandings
•

by

providing

defects

and

TQ, or technology quotient, is a person’s ability

in communication

to adapt, manage and integrate technology

through permanent interaction

based on the needs of the organization or

Be more effective through team self-

the project at hand. Though the term has

sufficiency

been used for a few years, it’s taking on a new
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based on Tuckman’s Stages of Group Development

urgency as people and companies search for

For a successful transition from a traditional

digital sustainability—the capacity to adapt

PM, the iterative nature of agility must also be

to the constant whirl of change brought on by

adopted by observing each sprint as a small

advances in technology.

project with a flexible scope. Furthermore, in

Key PM skills in agile environment

the context of addressing project uncertainty,

Each project manager should have mastered

it is appropriate to expect that APM is capable

six key agile project management skills:

of using a number of Design Thinking

1.

Ability to reduce unnecessary activities

techniques which, in most cases, are critical

and focus only on the necessary work.

to solving complex problems. Finally, the

2. Ability to control emotions and stay calm

APM must also focus on the cooperation of all

even under pressure.
3.

stakeholders throughout the project.

Strong motivation and ability to coach and
support teams throughout the project.

4. Exceptional

organizational

and

prioritization skills.
5. Ability to make quick decisions in rapidly
changing circumstances.
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Agile Servant Leadership - the most
important skill
This type of leadership usually involves
providing services and assisting others in
sharing power in decision-making processes.

6. High adaptability to accept change and

It is also known as the ability to skillfully switch

reduce unnecessary uncertainties and

between different leadership styles based on

risks.

the maturity of the team.

APM also makes effective use of additional

Agile project management certification

techniques like active listening, empathy,
and builds commitment among project team

If you’re interested in a career in project

members. To encourage mutual conversation

management and think APM is right for you,

and collaboration, the agile project manager

you can start by becoming PMI - Agile Certified

must keep asking one of the most common

Practitioner. PMI introduced the PMI Agile

questions - “why?” An agile project manager

Certified Professional (PMI-ACP) certification

position is not always conclusive, and APM

in 2012. As of early 2020, there were already

can also find himself or herself in any of the

over 34,000 people holding the PMI-ACP

following roles during the lifetime of a project:

credential. It is by far the most prestigious agile

•

Team Facilitator: The goal here is to

certification on the market. The PMI-ACP is

strengthen the team, uncover potential

the first, and only certification, to require

roadblocks, and pave the way for project

competence in multiple agile frameworks. This

success.

strategic choice strongly aligns with mounting

•

•

Change

Management

Expert:

Can

evidence that suggests the future of project

transform the entire organization into

management is running hybrid projects.

an agile project management oriented

This phenomenon was further evidenced in

one, launch new processes, and facilitate

2017 with the introduction of Agile Practice

communication with all parties in the

Guide in collaboration with Agile Alliance.

organization.

Moreover, with the most recent acquisition

Strategic coach and coach: In an agile

of Disciplined Agile in 2019, PMI has strongly

environment, a rapid change is always

positioned itself as the end-to-end solution

present. In this case, the project manager

for agile scaling and delivery.

has the task of helping teams master

The PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-

the latest technologies, workflows, and

ACP) ® program is designed to help both novice

processes.

and experienced project managers learn about
agile principles, key areas of knowledge and
techniques that include:
•

Scrum

•

Kanban

•

Lean

•

Extreme Programming (XP)

•

Test driven development (TDD)
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While the market demand for the required
experience can always vary depending on the
recipient company, a successful PMI-ACP
certification candidate is expected to meet the
following prerequisites:
•

2,000 hours of general project experience
working in teams. Certified PMP® or
PgMP® already meets this requirement.

•

1,500 hours in agile project teams or
working

with

agile

methods.

This

requirement is in addition to 2,000 hours
of general project experience.
•

21 active training hours on agile practices.
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TECHNIQUES & TOOLS

Lenka Pincot

Increasing the Impact
of Lessons Learned

Project management affords a great opportunity for professional and personal
learning with the identification of lessons learned as one of its standard practices.
Discussing the lessons learned within the team or sharing them with other
colleagues outside of the project is all about looking for ways to do things better
next time. But what can be done to maximize the use of lessons learned?
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There are numerous examples in which

When we say lessons learned repository, we

the ability to identify opportunities for

probably imagine an Excel file or database. Is

improvement and put them into practice

there a way to make the content more visible

falls fully within a team’s autonomy. These

and instantly accessible? To have it in front of

may be, for instance, suggestions on how to

our eyes and updated frequently so we have a

prepare for a kick-off meeting, tips on how to

rough idea of what information we can find

onboard new team members faster or how to

there?

better engage project stakeholders. But there
are also points that can’t be addressed within

At present, I mostly work with teams using

the project, because they are in the hands of

agile project management methods, for

teams outside of the direct project manager’s

which lessons learned sessions are replaced

influence. The team may be challenged to stay

by frequent retrospectives. We look back at a

motivated during the lessons learned session

specific short time frame and are expected to

while they express doubts.

agree on what experiments the team will try
in order to achieve improvement. Outcomes

I came across the aforementioned frustration

of retrospectives are written on white boards,

when discussing the topic of lessons learned

then placed either in a physical team space or a

during one of our PMI chapter events. When

digital space (their interactive wiki pages.)

I recalled my own experience and efforts to
maximize the benefits of identifying lessons

2. Practice Kaizen principles

learned, I realized there are three focus areas:
Kaizen comes from Japan and is a term
1. Adjust the frequency and format

that refers to good change, continuous
improvement or change for better. Kaizen

Lessons learned sessions are no longer

is based on a reflection of the team’s

expected to happen only after the project is

performance, addresses inefficiencies and is

delivered. Learning is a continuous process

delivered in increments.

and, as such, should be encouraged by
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frequent lessons learned gatherings. But it is

When you discuss the lessons learned,

also important to note that we learn when we

empower your team to make a difference

need to learn—when it is useful. And when

by translating the areas of improvement

we need something, we take the path of least

into smaller steps that are within the team’s

resistance to get the piece of knowledge we are

influence and can be delivered. Encourage

looking for.

them to execute these steps. As they are less

complex and more achievable in short time

enough, the training materials did not meet

frames, the team can experience benefits

expectations and that it should get more

sooner and realize that the change is in their

attention next time. We identified a solution

hands.

that we applied to our project with positive
outcomes. How could we prevent this situation

3. Reach across the organization

from happening with the other projects that
were coming down the line? What was needed

Projects do not exist in a vacuum. The way

was to make our approach an organizational

they are delivered is highly influenced by

standard so that other projects could benefit.

the entire organizational setup. In order to
change the determining environment, look for

If you don’t have the mandate to make a

ways to use the power of project learning to

change, use your influencing skills. Raise

influence the organizational environment. In

awareness of the topic, use success stories

my experience, it only works when you are able

collected

to identify the value that the change brings to

demonstrate that there is a way to solve the

the other parts of the organization.

issue, make allies by delivering good work and

throughout

your

project

to

network to spread the good news. When the
In one of my assignments, I had often heard

decision-makers start to get curious, have your

complaints about insufficient testing and

recommendations at the ready.

training of users of a new information system
that was the outcome of IT projects. The lesson

How do your project teams use lessons learned

learned was that users were not involved soon

to grow?

foto:

unslpash
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E D U C AT I O N

Stanislav Bílek

Project Management
for Life
How the story goes from the Inception to Avengers fighting the COVID-19 virus

Inception

on which important events happened or
important people were born or died or

It all started back in the 2018 and as in

what interesting kind of natural resource

many other cases by pure accident. My

is extracted in Guatemala. Exactly the

older daughter started her first year on

way it was setup by the queen Maria

a high school and I tried to help her as

Theresia back in the 18th century. But

a good parent with preparation and

memorizing is not the skill of the 21st

homework to her classes. But in many

century that would bring students any

subjects, such as geography, history and

competitive advantage when they set

biology, I was failing and sad. Not only

off onto their carrier paths in the tough

I did not remember almost anything,

world of business.

but what was worse, I realized the way
of learning did not change over almost

The skills required today that students

three decades I was out of my high school

desperately need – and lack – are skills

years.

such as collaboration, creativity, critical
thinking and communication. These
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It is still heavily organized around

skills

help them tackle non-trivial

memorizing long endless lists of various

problems they will encounter in personal

insects, animals, plants, important dates

and professional life.

At about that same time I also visited one of
the PMI Regional meetings, I believe it was
in Belgrade where I met people from the
headquarters responsible for PMIEF. PMIEF
stands for PMI Educational Foundation, an
educational

non-profit organization that

uses project management to create social
well-being. PMIEF develops, implements
and delivers innovative programs, including
scholarships, awards and grants. It also creates
educational materials to support the study of
project management and its teaching. I was
hungry for any info on how to spread the craft
of project management into the high school
classes. I was leaving Belgrade equipped with

Veronika

bunch of important contacts, tips and handful
of interesting resources and web links to start

When I came back to Prague and gathered

with.

with my peers at PMI.CZ Board Of Directors
to share my experience from the PMI regional
meeting, the PMIEF topic and project
management for schools overshadowed all the
other topics. My colleague Veronika Černíková
was so enthusiastic, she almost immediately
took over the initiative, and with the strong
ownership started to prepare so called “Plan of
the attack” on the high schools.
Veronika knew, also from her personal
experience, it would be very tough to pass
through the public high school gates officially.
We could not, in our environment of the public
school system, use the carpet raid and mass
rollout. We needed more covert operation
– agents, infiltration, Molotov cocktails and
guerilla way of working to get in.
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It did not last too long and Veronika came up

We carefully crafted the short Prezi story

with the fantastic idea. We will use students

on how project management is important

as secret agents to infiltrate the high schools!

not only for their future university and

She used her immense negotiation skills and

professional carriers, but also personal life.

her professional network to make the Project

We demonstrated it on the preparation of the

management for schools as the key topic on the

project “house party” when the parents left for

agenda of the Microsoft’s summer bootcamp

a weekend with the project management mind

for talented students. We had two make it or

game for prizes at the end. Watching the kids

break it hours of students’ attention to sell

interact lively and have fun, we already knew

them the idea “hey, project management is

we will draft several agents that day...

cool, let’s dive in!”
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Veronika, equipped with the list of the small

of this new subject to the next school year

agents who signed, started contacting their

schedule with the school board. We had six

schools and directors to introduce them

month left to complete all the course materials

the program and offer the first introduction

including guiding materials for teachers,

lesson. In parallel, Veronika and her mini

examples, case studies, templates and many

team also translated and localized necessary

more. And Veronika revealed to us yet another

study materials for the first pilot run of the

personal project she was running in parallel,

“project management for life” course in Czech

most important and challenging of all projects

Republic.

a human being can assign to, her new baby to
be born at the end of the year. :-)

First early bird appeared in the northeast
distant corner of our country, in Ostrava.

Lucie

Enthusiastic and visionary director of the
Wichterleho gymnázium grammar school Jan

With a lot of work to be done in the remaining

Netolička invited us for the first introduction

six months until the new school year was to

lesson for his students to see whether its worth

start, I was having quite a headache, how to

to sacrifice one of their existing voluntary

secure all our obligations towards director

subjects for the sake of the new subject “Project

Netolička and his grammar school. But I

management for life”.

This evangelization

did not have to! My favorite saying „fortune

road trip took place in February 2019. Again,

favors the prepared“ proved to be quite right

our secret agents, high school students, did

– our fortune was personified in Lucie Stará,

their job well! They joined the intro lesson not

member of Veronika’s mini team.

only because their director told them so, they
were showing interest, enthusiasm and were
asking a lot of questions about the work of
project manager, opportunities they will have
once they become one, about their current
projects they are involved in, whether it is the
reconstruction of their home or preparation of
the school ball.
Our road trip ended with the best possible
result we could imagine – the deal with
director he will try to negotiate inclusion
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Veronika consciously and with
great

foresight

handed

Magda, Katka, Vojta

the

responsibilities and tasks step by

Based on the feedback from the school and inspirational

step to Lucie. And Lucie, step by

discussions within the team, Lucie and her Avengers

step, took the lead from Veronika

divided the work into several key streams.

in managing this ambitious and
key program of our PMI Chapter.

Magdaléna is the “Radiator” – she

This

almost

takes care about marketing the

seamless for all key stakeholders

program – renewed and upgraded

and one of the best ones I

our presence on social networks, so

experienced in my professional

you can read and watch

career, the credit belongs to both

accomplishments and plans more on

ladies!

LN/FB/WWW, prepared promotional

handover

was

about our

video and leaflet presenting the
Under the new reign of Lucie,

program to the “candidate” schools

the course in Ostrava went quite

that could adopt this program, but

well. We received a lot of positive

also to general public.

feedback

from

the

director

and upgraded continually the

Vojta is the “Hunter” - responsible

materials. Also an extension of

for communication with the schools,

the project mini team started

their tracking, hunting, door opening

in unprecedented pace. Lucie

as well as continuous support once

poured so much energy into

they check-in.

this workstream that it started
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to be contagious and infected

Katka is the “Architect” and has the

everyone

nearby!

PM for life course itself under her

Kateřina Barešová and Vojtěch

supervision. She makes sure that all

Syrovátko joined soon, followed

course material is fit for purpose, up

by Magdaléna Kolářová. This

to date and reflects all the feedback or

additional

workforce,

lessons learned from pilot. It is quite

creativity and spirit of these

a load – from student presentations,

Avengers made it possible to

materials for practicing, thematic

broaden and deepen the scope of

plan for directors to teacher course

the project.

materials.

walking

energy,

New horizons

potential return of the pandemic in autumn.

Currently the biggest enemy of our Avengers

But I’m not scared, I look forward to the new

is, as one could expect, COVID-19 virus. The

horizons of Project management for schools

schools targeted with our program have

course with optimism. Our Avengers will find

currently troubles of different kind and much

their way how to score and bring the necessary

bigger scale. They are trying to keep going

skill sets and tool boxes of 21st century to the

in the world that has abruptly stopped for

students who deserve it and desperately need

a while. No director has now the capacity to

it.

think about potentially great course for their
students in the next school year. They are

Let me wish our Avengers heart, courage,

struggling to secure the standard lectures,

creativity, endurance and digital technology be

delayed exams, gaps between knowledge

their guides. Because who else than Avengers

students acquired while home schooling and

could beat the global villain?
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